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We have studied the atomic and magnetic structure of the dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor system
(Ba,K)(Zn,Mn)2As2 through atomic and magnetic pair distribution function analysis of temperature-dependent
x-ray and neutron total scattering data. We detected a change in curvature of the temperature-dependent unit
cell volume of the average tetragonal crystallographic structure at a temperature coinciding with the onset of
ferromagnetic order. We also observed the existence of a well-defined local orthorhombic structure on a short
length scale of 5 ˚A, resulting in a rather asymmetrical local environment of the Mn and As ions. Finally,
the magnetic PDF revealed ferromagnetic alignment of Mn spins along the crystallographic c axis, with robust
nearest-neighbor ferromagnetic correlations that exist even above the ferromagnetic ordering temperature. We
discuss these results in the context of other experiments and theoretical studies on this system.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.094102
I. INTRODUCTION
Dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors (DFS’s) are materials
that exhibit semiconducting charge transport behavior in
conjunction with ferromagnetic order induced by a small
amount of magnetic impurities [1]. Over the last two decades,
the unique combination of transport and magnetic charac-
teristics in these materials has made them the subject of
significant fundamental research into dilute magnetism, as
well as a major component of the modern applied field
of “spintronics,” in which both charge and spin degrees of
freedom are exploited to achieve functionalities in devices.
Historically, doped III-V semiconductors such as (Ga,Mn)As
have received the most attention [2], but within the past
few years, another family of DFS’s based on the chemistry
and structure of the iron-based superconductors has been
discovered, including compounds such as the “111”-type
Li(Zn,Mn)As [3], “122”-type (Ba,K)(Zn,Mn)2As2 [4], and
others [5–9]. These materials possess a number of attractive
characteristics, including the ability to independently control
the charge-carrier and spin concentrations and the availability
of bulk-form and single-crystal specimens. In contrast, Mn
doping in (Ga,Mn)As simultaneously introduces spins and
charge carriers and leads to severe chemical insolubility,
restricting specimens with an appreciable Mn concentration
to metastable epitaxial thin films.
Despite a general consensus that the ferromagnetic ex-
change between localized dilute magnetic moments in DFS
systems is mediated by the itinerant holes, the microscopic
details of the mechanism for ferromagnetism and the possible
routes to attaining a higher TC are still unclear. A significant
obstacle has been the lack of bulk-form specimens necessary
for detailed characterization by such workhorse techniques as
powder x-ray diffraction, neutron scattering, and NMR. These
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new DFS materials, available as bulk powder specimens and in
some cases as single crystals, therefore provide an outstanding
opportunity to gain more detailed experimental information
and further advance our theoretical understanding of DFS
materials.
Of the new DFS materials discovered so far, Ba1−xKx
(Zn1−yMny)2As2 has the highest TC, reaching 230 K for
optimal dopant concentrations (x = 0.3 and y = 0.15) [10].
This is comparable to the highest TC of state-of-the-art films
of (Ga,Mn)As. The heterovalent substitution of K1+ for Ba2+
introduces holes, while the isovalent substitution of Mn2+ for
Zn2+ introduces spins. Initial characterization by x-ray and
neutron diffraction revealed a phase-pure material possessing
the layered tetragonal ThCr2Si2 crystal structure (space group
I4/mmm, displayed in Fig. 1), and magnetization and muon
spin relaxation (μSR) measurements revealed ferromagnetism
developing throughout the full sample volume with a saturated
magnetic moment of 1–2 μB per Mn atom [4].
Follow-up studies [11,12] using x-ray absorption and
photoemission clarified the electronic structure of this system,
indicating that metallic transport occurs via doped holes resid-
ing primarily in the As 4p valence band and confirming theS =
5/2, Mn2+ nature of the Mn dopants. Two first-principles stud-
ies of this system have been performed [13,14], both suggest-
ing that the hole-mediated ferromagnetic interaction competes
with an antiferromagnetic superexchange interaction between
nearest-neighbor (NN) Mn ions mediated by As anions.
A key piece of experimental data that has been missing
is a thorough, temperature-dependent study of the atomic
and magnetic structure of this material. The x-ray diffraction
measurements used to initially verify the crystal structure and
phase purity were performed only at room temperature, and
the subsequent neutron powder diffraction experiment was
conducted on a sparse temperature grid that served to verify the
I4/mmm average crystal structure at room temperature and
below but could offer only limited insight into the structural
behavior as the temperature was lowered through TC. [4]
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FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Ba1−xKx(Zn1−yMny)2As2. (a) Av-
erage crystallographic unit cell determined by x-ray and neutron
diffraction experiments. (b) View of the Zn(Mn)/As layer from above.
The dashed lines represent the square planar network of nearest
neighbor Mn atoms. The + and − signs indicate whether the As atom
is located above or below the Mn plane, respectively. The numerical
labels assigned to the atoms are explained in the text, and are to be
understood in reference to the Zn(Mn)/As plane in the lower half of
the unit cell.
Moreover, the low-temperature neutron diffraction patterns
were insufficient for determining the magnetic structure,
presumably due to the dilute and disordered distribution of Mn
ions, leaving open the question of the orientation of the spins.
Here, we present temperature-dependent atomic and mag-
netic pair distribution function (PDF) measurements of
several compositions of (Ba,K)(Zn,Mn)2As2 obtained from
synchrotron x-ray and neutron time-of-flight total scattering
experiments. This represents the first PDF investigation of
local structure in a DFS material. The atomic PDF data reveal
a well-defined local orthorhombic structure coexisting with
the long-range, average tetragonal structure. At a temperature
coinciding with the onset of long-range magnetic order, the
temperature dependence of the average tetragonal unit cell
volume exhibits an anomaly, reminiscent of spontaneous
volume magnetostriction in common ferromagnets like nickel,
and the local structure shows a slight change in the orthorhom-
bicity and the Mn-As-Mn angles. The magnetic PDF (mPDF)
measurements reveal ferromagnetic alignment of Mn spins
along the crystallographic c axis, with significant short-range
ferromagnetic correlations between nearest-neighbor Mn spins
persisting up to at least 300 K. We discuss these results
in the context of existing theories and experimental data on
(Ba,K)(Zn,Mn)2As2 and related materials.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Powder samples of Ba1−xKx(Zn1−yMny)2As2 with compo-
sitions (x,y) = (0,0), (0, 0.15), (0.2, 0.15), (0.3, 0.15), and
(0.4, 0.15) were synthesized using the arc-melting solid-state
reaction method, as described previously [4,10]. The phase
purity was verified via x-ray diffraction with a Philips X’pert
diffractometer using copper K-edge radiation. For (x,y) =
(0.3,0.15), a very small impurity phase of Ba2Mn3As2O2 was
found to exist at the level of 1 weight percent. No impurity
phases were detected for the other compositions. The DC
FIG. 2. DC magnetic susceptibility of Ba1−xKx(Zn1−yMny)2As2.
Solid (dashed) curves represent field-cooled (zero-field-cooled) mea-
surements. A clear ferromagnetic response is seen for the samples
with (x,y) = (0.2,0.15), (0.3, 0.15), and (0.4, 0.15) around 180 K,
220 K, and 200 K, respectively.
magnetic susceptibility for each sample was measured with
a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer.
Temperature-dependent x-ray total scattering measure-
ments were performed on the samples with (x,y) = (0,0)
and (0.3, 0.15) at beamline X17A of the National Syn-
chrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory (BNL), with the temperature controlled by a gas-
flow cryostream system. Additional x-ray total scattering
measurements were performed on the samples with (x,y) =
(0,0) and (0.2, 0.15) at the XPD beamline of the National
Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) at a single temperature
of 100 K. Neutron time-of-flight total scattering measurements
were conducted on the samples with (x,y) = (0,0.15), (0.2,
0.15), and (0.4, 0.15) at the NOMAD instrument [15] at
the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), with the temperature controlled by an
Orange Cryostat. The x-ray data were reduced and transformed
to the real-space PDF using the program xPDFsuite [16] with a
maximum momentum transfer of Qmax = 25 ˚A−1. The neutron
data were reduced and transformed with Qmax = 20 ˚A−1 using
the automatic data reduction scripts at the NOMAD beamline.
The atomic PDF modeling was carried out using the PDFgui
program [17] and the SrFit module within the DiffPy library
of diffraction analysis software [18]. The mPDF modeling was
performed with the diffpy.mpdf package available as part of
the DiffPy library. Estimates of the standard uncertainty of
the refined parameters of the least-squares fits were obtained
according to the protocol in Appendix B of Ref. [19] for
the case of experimental data for which the full variance-
covariance matrix is not propagated through the data reduction
process, as is the de facto situation for PDF experiments. The
PDF data files are available as Supplemental Material [20],
and fit files can be made available upon request.
III. RESULTS
The DC magnetic mass susceptibility χg for all five com-
positions of Ba1−xKx(Zn1−yMny)2As2 is displayed in Fig. 2.
Measurements performed in a field-cooling protocol are shown
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FIG. 3. Atomic PDF fits for the (x,y) = (0.3,0.15) sample at
300 K obtained from x-ray total scattering data. The blue curves
represent experimental data, the red curves the calculated fit, and the
green curves the residual, offset for clarity. The top set of curves
comes from a fit from 1.5 ˚A to 20 ˚A using the tetragonal structure,
and the lower set comes from a fit from 1.5 ˚A to 6.0 ˚A using the lower-
symmetry orthorhombic model described in the main text. Inset:
Close-up view of the MnAs4 tetrahedral unit. The arrows indicate the
displacements of the atoms in the distorted structure. The numerical
labels are to be understood in reference to a MnAs4 unit in the lower
half of the unit cell displayed in Fig. 1.
as solid curves, and the dashed curves represent zero-field-
cooled measurements. A clear upturn in the susceptibility is
observed around 180 K, 220 K, and 200 K for the samples with
(x,y) = (0.2,0.15), (0.3, 0.15), and (0.4, 0.15), respectively,
indicating the development of ferromagnetic order in these
compounds. In contrast, the samples with no potassium content
show no such ferromagnetic upturn of the susceptibility. These
results are consistent with previously published data [4].
To investigate the behavior of the average and local
atomic structure as the temperature is lowered through the
magnetic transition temperature, we performed x-ray total
scattering measurements of the (x,y) = (0.3,0.15) sample
at approximately 30 temperature points between 300 K and
100 K. In Fig. 3, we display a representative fit to the atomic
PDF at 300 K using the reported tetragonal crystal structure
as the top set of curves. The fit residual, shown as the green
curve offset below the experimental (blue) and calculated (red)
curves, is quite small for r  5 ˚A but much larger for smaller
r , indicating that the expected tetragonal structure describes
the data very well except for short-range atom pairs separated
by less than about 5 ˚A. Because it is so short-ranged, this local
deviation from the average structure results in subtle diffuse
scattering in the diffraction pattern, and that would not be
noticed in standard diffraction analysis, such as that published
previously [4]. The fact that it is very easily observed in the
PDF pattern highlights the power of real-space analysis of total
scattering data.
To gain a more detailed understanding of the local structure,
we defined a lower-symmetry structural model and refined it
against the PDF data from 1.5 ˚A to 6.0 ˚A. We made three
modifications to the original tetragonal I4/mmm structure to
arrive at our candidate lower-symmetry model: (1) We allowed
displacement of the Zn/Mn site along the c axis; (2) we allowed
the c-axis displacements of the As sites above and below the
FIG. 4. Results of structural refinements of Ba0.7K0.3
(Zn0.85Mn0.15)2As2. (a) Temperature dependence of the unit
cell volume from the tetragonal model. (b) Orthorhombicity (defined
in main text) determined from refinements using the orthorhombic
model. (c) Separation distance of the four distinct Mn-As bonds in
the local orthorhombic structure. Based on the labels in Fig. 1(a),
these bonds are Mn1-As1 (blue triangles), Mn2-As1 (blue circles),
Mn1-As2 (red circles), and Mn2-As2 (red triangles). The open gray
squares show the Mn-As distance in the tetragonal model. (d) Angle
formed by the Mn1-As2-Mn2 chain of atoms in the orthorhombic
model. The error bars represent the estimated standard deviation of
the parameters obtained from the least-squares refinements.
Zn/Mn plane to be independent from each other; and (3) we
allowed an orthorhombic lattice with a = b. In the resulting
fit to the low-r data [shown as the lower set of curves in Fig. 3
for the (0.3, 0.15) sample at 300 K], the residual curve is
greatly diminished, indicating a much higher quality of fit. It
is possible that a lower symmetry structure would fit the data
even better but at the expense of introducing additional free
parameters. The fit shown was achieved by introducing only
three additional parameters, and it appears to be the simplest
model capable of significantly improving upon the tetragonal
model. We note that this lower-symmetry structure is highly
local: The orthorhombic fits rapidly deteriorate in quality for
r beyond approximately 7 ˚A.
Using the tetragonal model for fits up to 30 ˚A and the
orthorhombic up to 6 ˚A, we performed fits to the ∼30 PDFs
for the (x,y) = (0.3,0.15) sample and extracted the refined
parameters. The temperature dependences of several of the
refined parameters from these models are shown in Fig. 4.
Panel (a) displays the unit cell volume for the tetragonal
model. Below ∼250 K, the volume begins to drop below its
linear high-temperature trend. At 220 K (the magnetic ordering
temperature for this compound), a kink occurs in the volume,
with the volume decreasing at a slower rate as the temperature
is lowered further. Below ∼200 K, the volume recovers an ap-
proximately linear temperature dependence similar to the high-
temperature trend. The slightly jagged behavior of the unit
cell volume at low temperature is a fitting artifact due to a very
small, oscillating drift in the x-ray wavelength at the beamline.
Refinements using the orthorhombic model revealed a
rather significant orthorhombic distortion at room temperature
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(∼ ±0.06 ˚A from the average lattice parameter length). The
mean of a and b is nearly identical to the tetragonal a lattice
parameter, with a difference of about 0.05%. In Fig. 4(b), we
display the temperature dependence of the orthorhombicity
parameter η, defined as the ratio of the difference between
a and b to the mean of a and b, i.e., η = 2(a − b)/(a + b).
The orthorhombicity is largest at 300 K and decreases as the
temperature is lowered, until the lattice parameters are restored
to their tetragonal degeneracy (η = 0) at 100 K. Similar to
the lattice parameters and unit cell volume in the tetragonal
model, the orthorhombicity shows a kink around the magnetic
ordering temperature of 220 K; as the temperature is lowered
below TC, the orthorhombicity decreases at a faster rate. The
unit cell volume for the orthorhombic model (not shown)
displays the same upward kink around 220 K as the tetragonal
unit cell. The orthorhombic unit cell is systematically larger
than the tetragonal unit cell by approximately 0.25%.
We also extracted the refined atomic positions from the
lower-symmetry model, which are likely to have relevance for
the microscopic physics at play in the system. For clarity, we
have labeled particular atoms in Fig. 1(a) as Mn1, Mn2, As1,
and As2. The sites labeled Mn1 and Mn2 are of course highly
likely to host a Zn atom instead of Mn, but for simplicity we
refer to the sites merely as Mn1 and Mn2. At all temperatures
measured, the z coordinate of the Mn1 and Mn2 atoms is
approximately 0.1 ˚A lower than in the case of the tetragonal
model, where it is constrained to have a fractional z coordinate
of 0.25. The As2 z coordinate is also shifted downward by
about 0.05 ˚A relative to the tetragonal structure, while the As1
z coordinate is shifted very slightly upward (∼0.01 ˚A) until
about 130 K, where it intersects the corresponding z coordinate
of the tetragonal structure. These displacements are illustrated
schematically in the inset of Fig. 3. From these refined
atomic positions, we determined the nearest-neighbor Mn-As
bond lengths and Mn-As-Mn bond angle, both displayed in
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).
Due to the orthorhombic distortion and independent dis-
placements of the As1 and As2 atoms, the fourfold degeneracy
of the Mn-As bond in the tetragonal model is fully lifted. Panel
(c) of Fig. 4 displays all four of these bond lengths: Mn1-
As1 (blue triangles), Mn2-As1 (blue circles), Mn1-As2 (red
circles), and Mn2-As2 (red triangles). The Mn-As bond length
for the tetragonal model is shown as open gray squares for
reference. At 300 K, where the structure is most orthorhombic,
the four bond lengths are well separated, pointing to a rather
asymmetric local environment for the Mn and As atoms. As
the orthorhombicity decreases, the four distinct bond lengths
converge to two bond lengths, one separating the As1 atom
from each Mn atom and the other between As2 and the Mn
atoms. Because of the independent shifts of the As1 and As2
atoms, these two bond lengths remain significantly different
(∼0.08 ˚A) even when the a and b lattice parameters have
converged at low temperature. The bond angle formed by the
Mn1-As2-Mn2 chain is plotted in Fig. 4(d), where a slight
upturn is seen to occur around 220 K as the temperature is
lowered. The Mn1-As1-Mn2 bond angle (not shown) does not
display any pronounced temperature-dependent behavior and
remains roughly constant at ∼67.7◦.
In contrast to the (x,y) = (0.3,0.15) sample with a well-
defined local structure, the (0, 0) sample showed no evi-
FIG. 5. Neutron PDF fits to Ba1−xKx(Zn1−yMny)2As2. (a) Re-
finement of the tetragonal model (red curve) against the 2 K data
for the sample with (x,y) = (0.2,0.15) (blue circles), with the fit
residual shown below in green. (b) Nuclear PDF fit residuals for the
(0, 0.15) (left, red), (0.2, 0.15) (middle, blue), and (0.4, 0.15) (right,
green) samples. The latter two are shifted horizontally for clarity. The
vertical dashed lines represent the Mn-Mn NN distance. The solid
colored curves for the x = 0.2 sample represent mPDF calculations
described in the main text.
dence for short-range correlations differing from the average
tetragonal structure. Even when we used the lower-symmetry
orthorhombic model to fit from 1.5 ˚A to 6.0 ˚A, the a and b
lattice parameters converged robustly to nearly identical values
at all 14 temperatures measured between 100 K and 300 K.
To check the reproducibility of the orthorhombic model
for other dopings, we measured the (0, 0) and (0.2, 0.15)
samples at 100 K at the NSLS-II. Once again, the undoped
sample showed no evidence for a local distortion, while
the doped sample showed an improved fit below 6 ˚A with
the orthorhombic structure. The orthorhombic distortion and
atomic displacements were comparable to the original results
for (0.3, 0.15) obtained at the NSLS.
We also performed neutron time-of-flight total scattering
measurements on the samples with (x,y) = (0,0.15), (0.2,
0.15), and (0.4, 0.15) to further verify the local orthorhombic
model and attempt to gain insight into the magnetic structure.
The (0.2, 0.15) sample was measured at seven temperatures
between 300 K and 2 K, and the others were measured at
2 K and just one or two higher temperatures. Figure 5(a)
displays a fit to the (0.2, 0.15) sample data at 2 K using
the tetragonal structure. The overall noise level in the data
is significantly higher than the x-ray data due to background
contributions from the neutron beamline, making it more diffi-
cult to visually identify any evidence for a local orthorhombic
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distortion. Nevertheless, fits to the low-r region of the data
(0.55 ˚A to 6.0 ˚A) using the orthorhombic model result in
the same temperature-dependent trend in the orthorhombic
lattice parameters as found in the x-ray data: a and b are
well separated at 300 K, approach each other on cooling, and
become nearly identical to each other below 100 K.
Because neutrons scatter off both nuclei and magnetic
moments in a material, the total PDF also contains the Fourier
transform of the magnetic scattering, i.e., the mPDF [21–23].
When the total scattering data are processed according to
standard protocols for the atomic PDF, the magnetic scattering
is not normalized by the magnetic form factor (as would
otherwise be done to obtain a proper mPDF), so the mPDF
contribution is broadened out by a factor roughly equal to√
2 times the width of the real-space extent of a single
localized magnetic moment [22]. Hence, the mPDF appears as
a broad signal underneath the much sharper atomic PDF peaks.
Additionally, the unnormalized mPDF contains a peak at very
low r that arises as a consequence of not having normalized
the magnetic scattering by the magnetic form factor before
performing the Fourier transform, rather than from pairwise
magnetic correlations.
Since a model of the nuclear PDF will not capture these
features of the mPDF, the experimental mPDF is often viewed
most easily by examining the fit residual after performing
a refinement of the nuclear structure against the total PDF
signal [22]. Indeed, upon inspection of the residual in Fig. 5(a),
we observe features that are consistent with these signatures of
the mPDF: A large downward slope for r  1.3 ˚A arising from
the tail end of the low-r mPDF peak, and a broad positive peak
centered around the Mn-Mn nearest neighbor (NN) distance
of 2.91 ˚A, consistent with ferromagnetic alignment of NN
spins. If the NN correlations were antiferromagnetic, then the
peak would be negative, but it is positive consistent with the
expected ferromagnetic correlations.
Features in the PDF at very low values of r can have
nonphysical origins coming from imperfectly corrected ex-
perimental aberrations in the data [24]. However, already by
the nearest-neighbor interatomic distance these aberrations
are small and hardly distort the PDF. With this in mind, the
very low-r peak r  1.3 ˚A is likely to contain nonmagnetic
contributions. However, the positive correlation peak centered
at 2.91 ˚A is expected to be of magnetic origin. To increase
our confidence that this is the case, we compare the nuclear
structure fit residuals (nominally the mPDF signal) for all
three concentrations measured with neutrons. This is seen in
Fig. 5(b) where the red symbols represent the first 6 ˚A of the
(x,y) = (0,0.15) fit, the blue curve represents the (0.2, 0.15)
fit residual, and the green curve the (0.4, 0.15) residual. The
latter two are shifted in r for easy side-by-side comparison. As
a reminder, the magnetic susceptibility measurements showed
the (0, 0.15) sample to be nonferromagnetic and the other
two to be ferromagnetic. The PDF fit residuals for all three
patterns have a similar initial downward slope at very low
r , which is expected given that all three samples have the
same Mn content and therefore moment, though as discussed
above, may also contain aberrations. Moving to the nearest
neighbor correlation peak, the (0, 0.15) sample shows no
clear feature at the Mn-Mn NN distance (indicated by the
vertical dashed line), whereas the (0.2, 0.15) sample shows a
well-defined peak at that distance, and the (0.4, 0.15) sample
an even larger one. This suggests that no appreciable Mn-Mn
spin correlations exist in the (0, 0.15) sample but they do in
the other two compositions, consistent with our expectations
from the magnetization data and our general understanding
of hole-mediated ferromagnetism in DFS systems—with no
K content, the (0, 0.15) sample has no itinerant holes to
ferromagnetically couple the Mn spins.
By comparing the calculated mPDF from various NN spin
configurations to the observed peak in the data, we can gain
insight into the details of the spin orientation in the material.
The solid lines overlaid on the data for the (0.2, 0.15) sample
in Fig. 5(b) represent the calculated mPDF from three distinct
configurations of an arbitrary Mn spin and its four nearest
neighbors (all assumed to be Mn for these simulations): All
spins aligned along the c axis (red curve), all spins aligned
along the a axis (brown curve), and the central spin antialigned
with its four neighbors along the c axis (orange curve). The
configuration with all spins aligned along the c axis clearly
matches the data best. This is also consistent with recent single-
crystal magnetization measurements which show a strong out-
of-plane magnetization component and a much weaker in-
plane component.
Longer-range magnetic correlations among Mn spins be-
yond the first nearest neighbor would also be expected to
contribute to the mPDF signal for the ferromagnetic samples.
Using a model in which spins on every Zn/Mn site exhibit
long-range ferromagnetic alignment (thus implicitly assuming
a uniform distribution of Mn ions), we refined the mPDF
scale factor and spin direction against the first 10 ˚A of
the nuclear PDF fit residual. For unnormalized experimental
mPDF patterns from ferromagnetic materials obtained through
standard PDF data reduction protocols, an additional linear
correction proportional to the volume density of spins and the
ordered ferromagnetic moment must be included to ensure a
good fit [25]. The refined mPDFs from this model for data
collected from the (0.2, 0.15) sample at 2 K and 300 K are
displayed as the red curves (labeled “LRO only” to indicate
the long-range-ordered model of ferromagnetism) in Fig. 6(a),
with the Mn-Mn distances displayed as vertical gray lines.
For the 2 K data, the calculated mPDF clearly captures the
broad positive peaks around 4 ˚A, 6.5 ˚A, and 9 ˚A, reflecting the
ferromagnetic alignment of the Mn spins. The spin direction
refined robustly to lie along the c axis, in agreement with
the earlier analysis of the NN mPDF peak. The negative
features around 5 ˚A and 8 ˚A, which one might think would
suggest antiferromagnetic correlations, are actually not due
to magnetic correlations at all; this can be recognized by the
fact that there are no Mn-Mn bonds near 5 ˚A and significantly
fewer bonds around 8 ˚A than at the distances with clear positive
peaks. Instead, these negative features are a consequence of the
downward-sloping linear correction term introduced during
the data reduction process.
Interestingly, the calculated mPDF severely undershoots
the initial positive peak at around 2.91 ˚A arising from the NN
spins. This indicates that the ferromagnetic correlations are
significantly stronger between NN spins than more distant
spins. To model this, we included an additional mPDF
contribution containing only NN spins. The result for 2 K is
shown as the orange curve (labeled “LRO+NN”) in Fig. 6(a),
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FIG. 6. (a) Experimental mPDF patterns (blue curves) obtained as
fit residuals from the nuclear PDF for 2 K (top) and 300 K (bottom),
with calculated mPDFs from various models described in the text
shown as red and orange curves. Mn-Mn bond lengths are shown as
gray vertical lines. (b) mPDF scale factors from refinements of two
models described in the text, with TC = 180 K indicated by the dashed
vertical line. The error bars represent the estimated standard deviation
of the parameters obtained from the least-squares refinements.
which accurately captures the NN peak as well as the features at
higher r . The refined mPDF scale factor for the NN component
is about twice as large as that for the long-range model. Beyond
10 ˚A, the noise in the data begins to exceed the mPDF signal,
making quantitative analysis difficult. However, the fit was
improved by including an overall Gaussian damping envelope
with a best-fit width of 54 ± 11 ˚A, suggesting a rather short
magnetic correlation length even at 2 K.
The mPDF data collected at 300 K along with the best-fit
mPDF from the long-range ferromagnetic model are displayed
as the lower set of curves in Fig. 6(a). The features at higher
r are greatly diminished and perhaps entirely absent at 300 K
compared to 2 K, as expected due to the disappearance of long-
range magnetic order above TC = 180 K. However, the mPDF
scale factor converges to a nonzero value, suggesting that some
correlations may survive out to 10 ˚A, although this could also
be due to random statistical noise or background contributions
in the data. In either case, a clear peak persists at the NN dis-
tance of 2.91 ˚A, indicating that rather significant ferromagnetic
correlations among NN spins exist at least up to 300 K.
In Fig. 6(b), we display the temperature dependence of
the refined mPDF scale factor for two models: the long-range
ferromagnetic model for fits up to 10 ˚A (blue squares), and
a model containing only the NN spins for fits up to 4 ˚A (red
circles, multiplied by 1/2 for clarity). The longer-range model
shows a significant upturn around 180 K on cooling in an
order-parameter-like fashion, as expected for the development
of long-range magnetic order. On the other hand, the scale
factor for the NN model remains quite large at all temperatures
and shows only a modest increase below 180 K, indicating that
the NN ferromagnetic correlations remain relatively strong at
all temperature measured.
IV. DISCUSSION
The three main findings introduced in this paper are (1)
the observation of a response in the atomic structure around
TC, (2) the existence of very a short-range, symmetry-lowering
structural distortion present in both the ferromagnetic and para-
magnetic phases, and (3) a robust ferromagnetic coupling be-
tween NN Mn spins persisting up to 300 K, with ferromagnetic
correlations for more distant neighbors disappearing above TC.
With regard to the average structure, the kink in the
tetragonal lattice parameters around the magnetic ordering
temperature is consistent with the well-known phenomenon
of volume magnetostriction observed in other ferromagnets
such as nickel or iron. By extrapolating the linear trend of the
volume above 250 K for the (0.3, 0.15) sample, we can estimate
the magnetostriction quantity V/V , where V is the
difference between the observed and extrapolated volume, to
be approximately −1 × 10−3 at TC. This has the same sign and
order of magnitude as ferromagnetic nickel [26], indicating rel-
atively strong magnetoelastic coupling in (Ba,K)(Zn,Mn)2As2.
With regard to the local orthorhombic structure, its robust
presence in the doped samples and absence in the parent
compound BaZn2As2 compound suggests that the impurity
atoms induce local lattice distortions. The distorted structure
involves significant displacements of the Zn/Mn and As atoms,
suggesting that the Mn impurities play a more important role
in the local distortion than the K impurities. Indeed, Mn
impurities are known to cause local distortions of the MnAs4
tetrahedra in other DFS systems such as (Ga,Mn)As and
(Ga,Mn)N [27,28]. Our results indicate that the MnAs4 tetra-
hedra in (Ba,K)(Zn,Mn)2As2 are likewise distorted locally,
with the MnAs4 tetrahedra undergoing an overall expansion.
Steric effects associated with the different sizes of the
Zn and Mn ions may contribute to this local distortion. To
investigate this possibility, we calculated the bond valence
sums (BVS’s) for the Zn2+ and Mn2+ ions using the refined
atomic positions from the average tetragonal model and the
local orthorhombic model. For the (0.3, 0.15) sample at
300 K, the Zn BVS’s are 1.64 and 1.59 for the tetragonal and
orthorhombic models, respectively; for Mn, the BVS’s are 2.27
and 2.20. The significant difference between the Zn and Mn
BVS’s indeed suggests that different local environments would
be expected around Zn and Mn ions. A plausible interpretation
is that the structure relaxes locally around the Mn and Zn
atoms such that the Mn-As and Zn-As bonds can approach
their ideal lengths [29]. For Mn, which has a slightly larger
atomic radius than Zn, this results in a net expansion of the
MnAs4 tetrahedra relative to the ZnAs4 tetrahedra, albeit in
an asymmetrical fashion. After periodic averaging (i.e., in the
crystallographic picture), the refined lattice parameters and
bond lengths converge to some average value intermediate
between the shorter Zn-As bonds and the longer Mn-As bonds,
with slightly enlarged atomic displacement parameters. The
different local bonding environments of Zn and Mn likely
contribute to the observed local symmetry lowering.
To check for the possibility of phase segregation into
Zn-rich and Mn-rich regions, we performed fits with a
two-phase model, one phase solely with Zn and one solely
with Mn. This two-phase model yielded an equally good
fit as the single-phase orthorhombic model when restricted
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to 6 ˚A and below, but for fits performed over longer r
ranges, the single-phase tetragonal model fit just as well or
better, suggesting that there is no tendency for Zn and Mn
segregation on length scales longer than approximately 5 ˚A.
This is consistent with previous neutron diffraction and muon
spin relaxation data, which also found no evidence for an
inhomogeneous distribution of Mn ions.
We now discuss the mPDF results, which revealed a strong
ferromagnetic peak at the Mn-Mn NN distance and somewhat
weaker ferromagnetic peaks at higher r for the doped com-
pounds, while the compound with no K content displayed no
mPDF signal. The relatively weak longer-range mPDF signal
in the doped samples is not necessarily surprising, considering
that even the high-resolution, low-noise neutron diffraction
measurements reported earlier [4] detected no signature of the
ferromagnetic order that was seen by μSR [4]. The present
mPDF findings may help reconcile the apparent inconsistency
of the previous neutron and μSR results; as a probe of local
magnetism, μSR is sensitive to even very short-range magnetic
correlations such as the strong NN correlations revealed by
mPDF, while standard analysis of magnetic Bragg peaks is
only applicable to long-range magnetic order and is insensitive
to short-range correlations. The persistence of the NN mPDF
signal above TC, which is in contrast to the disappearance of
the μSR signal above TC, suggests a change in time scale of
the magnetic correlations: Above TC, the correlations fluctuate
on shorter time scales that render them invisible to μSR but
still observable in the diffuse neutron diffraction signal and
mPDF.
The presence of robust ferromagnetic correlations between
NN spins suggested by the neutron data is in contrast to the
two first-principles studies performed on this system [13,14],
which both predict antiferromagnetic coupling of NN spins due
to short-range superexchange between neighboring Mn spins
mediated by the As anions. One possible explanation for this
discrepancy is that the Mn ions exist in a highly asymmetrical
local environment, with significantly different bond lengths
and angles formed by the neighboring As anions. This could
reduce the efficiency of the antiferromagnetic superexchange
and allow the hole-mediated ferromagnetic exchange or some
other mechanism to dominate instead. To our knowledge, the
previous studies assumed the long-range tetragonal structure
reported previously [4], and so would not have included any
of the possible effects of the lower local symmetry reported in
the present paper. A calculation of the magnetic interactions
given the local distortion revealed by the PDF data is beyond
the scope of this paper but would be a worthwhile endeavor.
The theoretical studies further suggest that the As anions
could also become spin polarized [13,14]. However, the
expectation is that the As magnetic moments would be very
small compared to the Mn spins. Since the magnitude of the
mPDF contribution of a pair of spins is proportional to the
product of the two spins, contributions from As moments
would be difficult to detect in the mPDF data.
An experimental fact that may be difficult to reconcile
with the picture of ferromagnetically coupled NN spins is
that the saturated net magnetic moment tends to be ∼1–2 μB
per Mn, significantly smaller than would be expected from a
full contribution of all the S = 5/2 spins. The formation of
antiferromagnetic NN pairs has often been invoked to explain
this discrepancy, with which the claim of ferromagnetic NN
spin pairs is clearly not consistent. On the other hand, there
are other mechanisms that could also reduce the local moment
size. For instance, it is known from recent x-ray absorption and
photoemission spectroscopy that the Mn 3d orbitals strongly
hybridize with the As 4p orbitals, which can also significantly
reduce the local moment. In addition, local structural distor-
tions in (Ga,Mn)As have been predicted to reduce the Mn
moment [30], which could also be the case for the local distor-
tion in (Ba,K)(Zn,Mn)2As2. Some combination of these and
other effects may explain the observed reduced ferromagnetic
moment while remaining consistent with our observation of
significant Mn NN ferromagnetic coupling. Nevertheless, this
puzzling situation requires further investigation.
V. CONCLUSION
We have performed PDF analysis of x-ray and neutron total
scattering measurements conducted on several compositions
of (Ba,K)(Zn,Mn)2As2. The atomic PDF analysis revealed
that the average crystallographic structure retains its tetragonal
structure at all temperatures, but the unit cell volume shows an
anomaly at the ferromagnetic ordering temperature, consistent
with volume magnetostriction. In addition, a well-defined local
orthorhombic distortion with asymmetric displacements of
the As and Zn/Mn atoms exists on a very short length scale
of 5 ˚A. On cooling, the orthorhombic distortion gradually
relaxes back to the average tetragonal structure, although the
local environment of the Zn/Mn and As sites remains distorted.
The neutron PDF data are consistent with this local orthorhom-
bic distortion and also indicate robust short-range, ferromag-
netic alignment of NN Mn spins along the c axis that persists
well above TC, along with somewhat weaker ferromagnetic
correlations among further Mn neighbors that increase below
the expected magnetic ordering temperature. The existence of
a lower-symmetry local structure and ferromagnetic (rather
than antiferromagnetic) coupling of NN Mn spins are both
unexpected results that may have significant implications for
the mechanism of ferromagnetism in this system.
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